
trinity ise ii Name:

1. Do you think
 the environment
 is more of a concern
 now than in the past

2. What is your
 opinion about
 climate change?

3. Why is renewable
 energy better for
 the environment?

4. Who is more responsible
 for the environment:
 individuals, government
 or companies?

5. What are the biggest
 signs of pollution
 in your country?

6. How has technology
 changed the way
 we see the world?

7. Do you think
 your personal values will
 change as you get older?

8. Who is more
 responsible for teaching
 values to children:
 parents or schools?

9. Do you think young
 people should always
 respect older people?

10. How did your
 parents affect your
 personal values?

11. What public
 figure do you
 look up to? Why?

12. How do you think
 fame changes
 a person?

13. Who has been in
 the news recently
 in your country?

14. Do you think celebrities
 have a right to privacy?
 Why/Why not?

15. Who has influenced
 the history of your
 country more than
 any other person?

16. The world
 has become more
 multicultural recently?
 Is this a good thing?

17. How do you feel about
 the gap between the rich
 and the poor increasing?

18. What elements of
 life do you enjoy that
 wouldn’t have existed
 100 years ago?

19. A lot of people
 expect high living
 standards nowadays.
 Is this realistic?

20. What do you consider
 essential for a good life
 (food, water, electricity,
 a home, internet)?

21. How has
 globalisation affected
 your country?

22. What should people
 do if they want a
 promotion at work?

23. What do you think
 makes a successful
 business?

24. How has
 technology changed
 the workplace?

25. Should manual
 workers like plumbers
 and electricians
 be paid more?

26. Is it necessary to
 enjoy your job?
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